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Adapt IT’s NextGen Collect Call service is a reverse-billed 

service whereby the B-party (recipient) pays for a call 

initiated by the A-party (caller). The caller initiates a Collect 

Call by dialling a special prefix such as xxx180 followed by 

the recipient’s number. The network will recognize the prefix 

as a Collect Call, which will result in the call being controlled 

by the Collect Call Intelligent Network service on the Service 

Charging Platform. 

This service allows subscribers without funds to make calls 

to relatives and friends with funds who are willing to accept 

the costs. The recipient of the Collect Call has the option to 

accept or decline the Collect Call. If the recipient declines the 

call, the caller will receive an automated voice message such 

as: “The subscriber did not accept your Collect Call”. If the 

recipient accepts the Collect Call, the service will connect 

the caller and recipient, with the recipient accepting all the 

costs for the call.

This service is available to both pre-paid and post-paid 

subscribers. In the case of post-paid subscribers accepting 

the Collect Call, billing is done based on additional 

information inserted by the service in the Call Data Records. 

In the case of pre-paid subscribers, real-time online billing 

is performed to the recipients Pre-paid Online Charging 

System using the Diameter interface.

Adapt IT NextGen Collect Call ensures that user groups are 

able to stay in touch, with or without airtime.
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What You Need To Know About 
Collect Call 
The Adapt IT NextGen Collect Call service ensures that its 

subscribers stay connected despite their financial situations. 

It enables communication in developing markets and within 

organizations and families. These user or subscriber groups can 

select who the collect call service should be enabled for.

INTRODUCTION

continue reading...
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COLLECT CALL KEY FEATURES
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Subscribers in rural regions who don’t have easy access to airtime vouchers can use this service to make calls to friends and 

relatives, resulting in additional traffic on the network as well as additional revenue.

User Control 

Organizations and families have complete control over who 

can access Adapt IT’s NextGen Collect Call service. This can 

be enabled by device, subscriber, or user. For organizations 

offering this service to employees, users can be added and 

blocked according to the requirements of the business. 
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KPI Performance Enhancer
Collect Call can be used as a task-driven check-in tool 

for organizations to help drive employee performance. 

Organizations can use the service to monitor and evaluate 

progress based on their employees’ usage.
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Reporting 
The Call Collect solution provides comprehensive and 

flexible reporting functionality. The system provides both 

a web-based graphical user interface (GUI), which can be 

administered by the end user to display required statistical 

information, as well as the possibility for required data to be 

extracted in a comma delimited text format for importing 

into a preferred external reporting system.
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GENERAL FEATURE OVERVIEW
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The Collect Call solution runs on the Adapt IT v.Services  

Telco Framework and offers the following general features:

USSD support: GSM USSD phase 1/2 support for 

subscriber self-administration with full dynamic USSD 

menu trees configurable through a web interface.

SMS support: The solution fully supports SMS without 

any dependency on an external SMSC, which results in 

reduced licensing costs. Integration with an existing 

SMSC is available through SMPP. The internal SMSC has 

direct-delivery and store-and-forward capability.

Standard off-the-shelf hardware or Virtual 

Machines (VMs): The Gateway solution can be 

deployed on standard off-the-shelf Intel-based servers, 

or it can run in a fully virtualized environment. In both 

cases, it uses Red Hat Enterprise Linux or Centos as the 

operating system.

SIGTRAN, HSL, SS7, and SIP support:  

The solution has narrow-band SS7, HSL, SIGTRAN and SIP 

support, all of which is transparent to the application. 

SS7 support requires SS7 cards (not provided in case of 

a SIGTRAN deployment).

Proven and robust application framework: 

Based on the flexible v.Services Framework developed 

by Adapt IT. This has been in operation for several years 

with multiple customers and is currently processing in 

the region of 30 million transactions per day for services 

such as Please Call Me, USSD recharge or balance 

enquiry, among others.

Integration and charging interfaces: The solution 

supports LDAP for the lookup of subscriber profiles and/

or configuration data, various ASN.1 interface for content 

providers or for charging to the OCS platform, CORBA, 

and XML/HTTP for provisioning. Supported charging 

interfaces are Diameter Charging Control (DCC), Ro/Rf, 

Nokia-Siemens Get/Set, Nokia-Siemens SMAF, ASN.1, 

CORBA, XML/HTTP, and others.

Advertising: Call Collect has an advertising engine 

that can be used to add advertisement text to SMSs.

Operations and maintenance: Call Collect 

includes comprehensive web-based administration, 

customer care, monitoring, and reporting accessible 

through the EMS/NMS administration front-end. The 

solution supports multiple languages and currencies, 

includes role-based access control, and also offers audit 

functionality. The customer care interface can be used 

to view or edit subscriber profiles and view subscriber 

transaction history.

Real-time replication: The solution can be 

deployed as a pair of geographically separate systems. 

All subscriber profile and configuration databases are 

replicated in real-time between the two systems. Traffic 

can at any point be routed between the two sites (active/

active in any traffic ratio) without any configuration 

changes to the systems or application.
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BENEFITS  COLLECT CALL

HOW COLLECT CALL IS IMPLEMENTED

Convenience for both user and company

Convenience and safety measures for families

Enables two-way communication, regardless of financial 

circumstances

Enhances customer engagement through personalization

Decrease in churn rate due to the value of offerings

Works to enhance user loyalty

Increases revenue
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The Collect Call service runs on Adapt IT’s v.Services 

Telco platform suite. Implementation of NextGen Collect 

Call is carried out over a prescribed amount of time that 

is dependent on the requirements of the overall project. 

Adapt IT provides the professional services and project 

management required for installation of the solution, 

including testing, deployment, and training. 

Use NextGen Collect Call to enable 

communication between user or 

subscriber groups, keeping everyone 

in touch when they need to be.
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20 
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IN TELECO INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCE
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Get in touch with us: 
sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

We adapt and connect:

PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS

YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY

PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 

ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 

NEEDS


